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PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 

Innovative Industrial Designer with strong passion for design and a compelling set of industrial 

design skills coupled with an exceptional sense of aesthetics, innovative conceptual 

development. 

 
 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

ABC Factory _ Any Town 

industrial Designer                                                                                                    2010-2016 

Duties: 

 Designed and worked on and tested new company ideas and performed research tasks. 

 Worked with engineering teams to assure successful implementation of industrial 

designs and solutions 

 Analyzed performance of existing systems and designed improvements that increased 

efficiency 

 Designed mechanical systems for several expansion projects 

 Created designs for equipment products categories. 

 Managed and tracked all phases of the design schedule to ensure on-time delivery 

 Created and communicated visual presentations with merchandising boards. 

 Prepared and maintained detailed tech packs with development specifications 

XYZ Factory _ Any Town 

Industrial Designer                                                                                                   2008-2010 

Duties: 

 Strategized designs based on cost targets, material quality, legal requirements, and 

branding guidelines 

 Managed projects from ideation, sample development, client review, and production 

 Worked on concepts, significantly designed catalogues and modified existing designs 

 Created detailed CAD drawings, 3d models and product rendering. 

 Designed the products according to a specific production process 

 Provided cost cutting solutions for materials and prototyping 

 Provided detailed specifications for color, texture and the overall appearance of final 

designs 

 Attended different seminars to increase my knowledge in design styles and motifs to 

get viewpoint and produce design concepts 



 

 

 Organized and synchronized preparation of operational drawings from sketches 

EDUCATION 

Bachelor’s Degree in Industrial Designing 

Savannah College of Art & Design (SCAD)                                                              2004-2008 

 

EXPERIENCE         

 Excellent knowledge of AutoCAD, Solid Works, Alias, Adobe Creative Suite 

Expertise in SolidWorks CAD 

 Good Knowledge of computer software's  

 Vast experience in designing and developing products in industrial environment 

 Excellent sketching, illustration, rendering, and concept presentation skills 


